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Germany has imposed one of the most drastic energy sanctions on Russia, even though the
country is heavily dependent on Russia for its energy supplies. With curious approval from the
Biden administration, German Chancellor Scholz suspended the Nordstream 2 pipeline which
Germany itself had asked to built to meet its energy supplies at relatively low cost.

All warnings were ignored and now the nightmare scenario is coming to pass.

Photo Credit and Description: German Chancellor Olaf Scholz is sworn in as Chancellor of
Germany on December 8th, 2021. He swears to “devote” his “strength to the good of the German
people”, to “protect and defend the basic law”, and to “fulfill” his “duties
conscientiously” and “do justice to everyone”.
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Gas deliveries from Russia through the Nordstream 1 pipeline (which remained operational)
have stopped due to a turbine repair problem. It is not certain that supplies will resume.
Germany has rejected Russia’s offer to use Nordstream 2 as a replacement. The Biden
administration is understood to have insisted that the Nordstream 2 pipeline remain cancelled.

Germany is staring at social upheaval.

But the crisis did not come out of the blue. It is the result of political decisions and
unmistakable political incompetence. The outcome of imposing sanctions on the energy-rich
country that supplied Germany with most of its energy needs could have been predicted from
day one. The great lesson that German government is giving the world on sanctions is the
example of its own historical failure. The sanctions have not punished Russia, but only the
ordinary German citizens. And the German government is showing itself incapable of
responding intelligently to the situation. No attempt is being made to compensate for the
energy shortage by reopening the nuclear power plants – the easy, affordable, and almost
magical solution to a crisis that has no reason of being, except for the political decisions of
the German government. Robert Habeck, the federal Minister for Economy, said that “nuclear
power would do nothing”.

Germany is confronted with a crisis that could well prove a turning point in its post-war
history. German economist Hans Werner-Sinn has warned that the prosperity years are
behind. Thilo Sarrazin, another German economist, declared Germany to be in “free fall”. “But
there is also good news”, he said. The government “is making good progress in lifting the ban
on advertising abortion, making it easier for children and adolescents to change their gender
and legalizing cannabis.”

Unbelievable Discussions

The energy crisis in Germany is leading to discussions that could at times sound surreal for a
rich country. German politicians are discussing shower durations and heat periods to cope
with the coming energy shortage this winter. Vonovia, a German real estate company, is
reducing the nightly heating temperature for rental apartments.

The consequences of the sharp rise in gas prices may also soon make Berlin go dark at night.
Franziska Giffey, the Mayor of Berlin Mayor, suggested that public buildings such as the radio
tower, the Brandenburg Gate or the Victory Column should no longer be illuminated after
midnight. She told the German Press Agency:

“In the situation we are in, you have to look at all the options for saving energy.”
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The mayor said it was a reasonable compromise:

“It’s about saving first where it’s not so painful.”

“I believe that we must use all possibilities to save energy.”

“I grew up so much as a child: if nobody is in the room, the light is turned off. It’s very simple
and nothing new.”

Helmut Dedy, chief executive of the German Association of Cities, recommended that cities
turn off street lights and traffic lights at night; do without hot water in public buildings; and
that the water in swimming pools should be colder.

The dramatic rise in energy prices is also affecting the construction sector. Housing
construction is collapsing due to rising construction costs. Tenants are also having to bear
explosive energy costs. Axel Gedaschko, president of the industry association GdW, sounded
the alarm:

Germany: From Erhard to Habeck

The architect of the German post-war economic miracle, Ludwig Erhard, is remembered for his
quip about inflation.

“Inflation”, he said “does not come upon us as a curse or as a tragic fate; it is always brought
about by a frivolous or even criminal policy.”

But what Erhard knew what to avoid, his successor Habeck knows how to create.

“There are still enormous price increases to come.”

That is what Robert Habeck, the German Federal Minister for Economy, had to say on the
crisis facing the country. He further warned that Germany is facing “a breaking test that we

The situation is more than dramatic, and social peace in
Germany is in massive danger.

“
”
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haven’t had for a long time.” Inflation for July hovers at a roaring 8 percent and is expected to
rise further.

The price of gas has tripled and the Germans are being told to prepare to freeze this coming
winter. Habeck, who called for tough energy sanctions on Russia, said Russia was using
energy as a weapon when it reduced gas deliveries through the Nordstream pipeline by 40
percent due to repair issues.

As it turns out and as Habeck well knew but pretended otherwise, Russia reduced gas
supplies because it could not obtain replacement turbines due to the sanctions that Canada
had placed on them. Russia has previously insisted that energy contracts must be fulfilled, and
called the energy sanctions a “breach of contract”.

Economic Foundations Threatened

The effects of the energy shortages and price increases is being felt acutely by the German
industry. Some are even saying the economic foundations of the Germany are threatened.

Factories are closing and moving out of Germany because they can no longer bear the rising
energy and production costs. Supply chains are disrupted, and export figures are falling. For
the first time in 14 years, Germany, once the top exporter of Europe, now imports more
goods than it sells abroad. The German trade balance decreased to minus one billion euros.

The massive rise in gas prices is also putting Germany’s gas suppliers in trouble. Uniper,
Germany’s leading utility company, has asked the government for a bail-out as reduced
Russian gas supplies has forced the company to buy gas at much higher prices which now it
cannot pass on to its customers because of long-term contractual agreements. Consumers
face a massive price shock in the coming weeks and months. Energy bills have exploded, with
households having to spend around 40 percent more for their energy consumption.

According to a Prognos study, the energy crisis in Germany threatens a 12 percent GDP
slump and the loss of 5.6 million jobs.

Meanwhile, Russia reported a budget surplus of 20 billion euros in the first half of 2022,
despite the war and sanctions. The German energy sanctions on Russia have not been
effective because Russian oil and gas exports have benefitted from increased prices on the
market. In the first half of the year, Russia earned more than 100 billion euros from the sale
of oil and gas, which is 66 percent of the planned revenue from the sale of fossil raw
materials for the whole of 2022.
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The solution for Germany is in plain sight: nuclear energy. But the German government has
refused to return to nuclear power, even though the EU has recently classified it as green
energy. In another country, this would be scandal.

A Chancellor Fit For Office?

When the AfD (Alternative fur Deutschland) MP Steffen Kotré described the sanctions
against Russia as “useless”, and that “The old parties ignore the unsocial consequences of
their politics,” in a speech to the German Bundestag, Chancellor Scholz replied:

“I’ll make it clear that the AfD is not just a right-wing populist party, it’s also Russia’s party. “

Albrecht Müller, the editor of the magazine NachDenkseiten, could not believe the reply of the
Chancellor:

German politician Oskar Lafontaine said “No federal government has the right to make
millions of Germans poorer and ruin the German economy.”

Lafontaine urged the German government to recognize its mistake and put German interests
first.

“If energy can only be obtained from states such as the USA, Saudi Arabia or Qatar and
Russia, which one accuses of wars that violate international law, then one should give
preference to the supplier who has the best and cheapest goods. This is Russia.”

“When you think of your own people, there is only one solution: open Nord Stream 2 to
prevent the worst. De Gaulle still knew that states have interests, not friends. Just as the
Americans have been trying for 100 years to prevent German technology from merging with
Russian raw materials (George Friedman), the federal government should finally see that the
sanctions are not harming Russia and the USA, but primarily Germany and Europe,” he said.

This statement is so stupid, so forgetful of history, so frivolous
that one can only cover one’s face at the fact that this person
is at the head of our government.

“
”
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AfD leader Alice Weidel has also severely criticized what she called “the failed energy and
sanctions” policy of the German government.

“Germany has made itself dependent on Russian gas through its infantile energy policy. To be
able to compensate for its demise any day or tomorrow is not only illusory against the
background of the ideological energy revolution.”

“The (federal government) coalition brought about the gas emergency itself when they
initiated the exit from Russian gas without viable alternatives. Our supply security must be
ensured with a broad mix of energy. Further price increases in the energy sector must be
prevented. Even the extension of the term of the nuclear power plants, as the AfD fraction
has been demanding for a long time, is no longer a way past – instead of forcing citizens to
save energy by law, the government here must finally use its ideology-driven blockade giving
up on maintenance.”, she added.

A Word From Russia

In an interview with the RIA Novosti, Dmitry Birichevsky, head of the Russian Foreign
Ministry’s department for economic cooperation, said the sanctions were having “a
boomerang effect.”

“It’s not Russia’s fault that Europeans have to be without heating in the winter and without air
conditioning in the summer. The sanctions are having a boomerang effect on the western
economies.”, he said.

“It is obvious that Western countries are already exhausting their own economies and their
citizens with anti-Russian attacks,”

“The restrictive actions of the West are sensitive for the Russian economy, but our measures
in response can be very painful,” he said.

A Luxury Wedding As Prologue?

It is not clear whether Germany will be able to solve its energy crisis in time for winter. The
worst may yet be to come. As prologue to an uncertain future, the German Finance Minister
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Christian Lindner threw a luxury celebration for his wedding last week in Sylt, the North Sea
island considered to be the “island of the rich and beautiful”.

German Finance Minister Christian Lindner at his luxury wedding in Sylt last week.

What happens now? As the German Minister of Economy, Robert Habeck, said:

energy sanctions on russia german energy crisis olaf scholz
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Anything is possible, anything can happen.“ ”
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